AGENDA

MIAMI-DADE COUNTY DERM WETLANDS ADVISORY TASK FORCE
OCTOBER 19, 2011, 1:00 PM – 4:00 PM
OVERTOWN TRANSIT VILLAGE, 2ND FLOOR TRAINING ROOM
701, NW 1ST COURT, MIAMI, FLORIDA

1. WELCOME AND ANNOUNCEMENTS – Lee Hefty, Assistant Director, PERA
   5 Minutes

2. AGENDA REVIEW - DWATF Chair
   5 Minutes

3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM SEPTEMBER 29, 2011 MEETING – DWATF Chair
   10 Minutes

4. PRESENTATION: MIAMI-DADE COUNTY WETLANDS PERMITTING AND ENFORCEMENT – PERA Staff
   35 Minutes (20 p; 15 d)

5. PRESENTATION: FDACS ROLE IN WETLANDS PERMITTING REVIEW – Ray Scott, FDACS
   35 Minutes (20 p; 15 d)

6. PRESENTATION: STATE WETLANDS PERMITTING AND ENFORCEMENT – Jennifer Smith, FDEP/Ron Peekstok, SFWMD
   35 Minutes (20 p; 15 d)

7. PRESENTATION: FEDERAL WETLANDS PERMITTING AND ENFORCEMENT – USACE Staff
   35 Minutes (20 p; 15 d)

8. PUBLIC COMMENT - DWATF Chair
   10 Minutes

9. SET AGENDA/POLL MEMBERS FOR NEXT MEETING – DWATF Chair
   10 Minutes

10. ADJOURN - DWATF Chair